This article concentrates on the life and work of Ludwig Hopf, including the effects the Nazi regime had on him and his time in Dublin where he arrived in July
In January 2014 an article appeared in the Irish Times recalling that, about seventy-four years earlier, a fifty-five year old mathematics professor from Germany who had found refuge in Ireland died in Dublin, only a few months after he had come there. Apart from these remembrances, there has not been much awareness of Ludwig Hopf and specifically of his short time in Ireland. If he is mentioned in English-speaking publications it is mainly a brief reference to him as Albert Einstein's assistant, often recalling that he introduced Einstein to C.G. Jung.2 He also plays a part in Michael Eckert's publications on Arnold Sommerfeld, specifically his recent biography, and on the developments in fluid dynamics.3 Hopf is briefly mentioned in publications about exiled scientists4 but there appears to be only one article dedicated to him. That article, in German, draws on files at his main work place, the Technical University in Aachen, and mainly concerns the developments leading to his suspension and subsequent early retirement under the Nazi regime.5 So who was Ludwig Hopf, what kind of background did he have, how was his relationship with the "greatest geniuses" (and who were they?) -and what can we establish regarding his own genius?
